
7.1: The DML given to a Troublemanfor an avoidable auto
accident was for just and sufficient cause for the seriousness of
the major incident (grv. sustained severe injuries, as well as
totaling a Co. vehicle).
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Subject of the Grievance
This case concerns a DML given a Troubleman for an avoidable auto accident.

Facts ofthe Case
On September 7, 2005 while driving on a winding road, the grievant was feeling drowsy,
drifted off the road, and lost control of his trouble truck. Conditions were clear; the time
approximately 1:20 p.m. The truck swerved off the road to the right; he overcorrected and
crossed over to the left side of the road; he again over corrected to the right causing the truck
to roll over. The truck was totaled. The grievant's injuries resulted in his being off work until
May 1,2006.

The grievant stated he was almost at the end of a road that is approximately 7 miles and
takes about 15 minutes to drive, when the accident happened. He felt tired and thought
about stopping to drink some water but didn't see any place to pUll over. The grievant had
not worked overtime the night before and no explanation was provided for why he was tired.
He states he was driving 40-45, in a 55 mph zone. The CHP report cited the cause of the
accident as violation of Section 22107 VC - unsafe turning movement. The CHP report
indicated the grievant "must have fallen asleep in the turn and the truck rolled over.II

The grievant had about 22 years of service at the time of the accident and no active
discipline.

Discussion
Union argued the DML was too severe, but does not specify on the grievance form, the L1C
report, or the PRe referral summary what level of discipline for these set of facts it believes is
appropriate. Union, at the L1C,cited several vehicle incidents involving other employees in



the yard where r ) discipline was taken. The PRC reviewed the information contained the
L1C report abou' these incidents and found no disparate treatment as it relates to the
grievant. None)f the other incidents were of the magnitude of this one involving the
grievant; he sust~,ned severe injuries, as well as, totaling a company vehicle.

Company statea that a DML is appropriate for the seriousness of this major incident.
Working and dri\>:ngsafely has been emphasized to employees over the last several years
as the Company,. trives to improve its safety record.

Decision
The DML was for Justand sufficient cause. This case is closed without adjustment.
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